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Brake noise is often caused by the coupling of the natural frequencies of the 

disc and pad. To prevent this, it is important to control the natural 

frequencies of these components, hence, the dispersion of natural frequency 

values is a critical factor in brake noise determination. This paper examines 

how the brake pad's natural frequencies and mode shapes are affected by its 

friction material properties, such as Poisson's ratio, Young's modulus, and 

shear modulus in different directions. Two brake pad designs from Land 

Rover are modelled and analysed using finite element analysis (FEA) and 

experimental modal analysis (EMA). A machine learning algorithm based 

on multiple-features linear regression is used to identify the main friction 

material parameters and their relationship to the natural frequencies. The 

results show that increasing the transverse Young's modulus or decreasing 

the longitudinal Young's modulus, shear modulus, or Poisson's ratio in all 

directions can increase the natural frequencies. Consequently, the paper 

suggests that Poisson's ratio and transverse Young's modulus should be 

considered when selecting friction compounds for brake pads. 
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1. Introduction 

Brake squeal often occurs due to a combination of natural frequencies. Therefore, the dispersion 

of natural frequency values is a crucial element in automobile comfortability determination [1]. 

When the pad and disc natural frequencies are coupled, brake noise occurs [2-7]. As such, it is 

critical to determine the effects of friction material properties on pad natural frequencies to 
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choose a friction material with natural frequencies that do not coincide with those of the disc in 

the frequency range where brake squeal is experienced. This procedure will ensure the disc and 

pad frequencies will not be coupled together within the desired frequency range. Regarding the 

sustainability issues, although braking noise and vibration only account for a small portion of 

total braking force, it may cause auditory discomfort to car drivers due to generating high sound 

pressure rates [8, 9]. Generally, brake noise occurs in the range of 1-16 kHz [10, 11]. 

Among all the parts of a brake system, brake pads possess the most critical role. The brake 

efficiency is significantly dependent on the quality and appropriate composition of the brake 

pads [12]. Many researchers have attempted to create new friction material formulations by 

changing the elements or weight percentage to improve their mechanical, chemical, and physical 

properties [13-16]. The selection of fitting friction material with the required compositions can 

be made using an experience-based or trial/error approach to creating a novel formulation [17]. 

In addition, the braking noise highly depends on the brake pad material [18, 19]. There have 

been many studies on the correlation between friction material properties and braking noise. 

Kharate and Chaudhari [20] examined the relationship between friction materials and disc brake 

noise. Using the finite element analysis (FEA) in conjunction with the free-free boundary 

conditions revealed that, regarding the number of modes and disc stiffness, increasing the ratio of 

Young's modulus over density results in higher disc natural frequencies of vibration. Nouby et al. 

[21] considered a variety of materials used in disc brake ingredients. The study found that using 

an aluminium alloy brake rotor (Al-MMC) and a cast iron calliper, along with friction 

compounds having Young's modulus of 2.6 GPa, could effectively decrease braking noise. 

Fieldhouse et al. [22] pointed out that the cause for a noisy brake can be found as much in basic 

mechanical design as insufficient material selection. Also, Nouby et al. [23] carried out an 

experimental and numerical study, simultaneously on the disc-brake system. They concluded that 

an increased Young's modulus of the backplate, or an improved shape of the friction material 

with chamfers and slots, could minimize braking noise. Belhocine and Ghazaly [24] focused on 

the relationship between Young's modulus and the stability of a disc-brake system. The results 

concluded that a higher Young's modulus in the friction material, rotor, backplate, and anchor 

bracket lessens the unstable frequencies and improves total system performance. Kumar and 

Kumaran [13] gathered information on friction material formulations and the material features 

that impact brake performance. 

This paper mainly investigates how the brake pad's natural frequencies and vibration modes 

depend on its material properties, such as Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio, and shear modulus. 

To do this, a finite element (FE) model of the brake pad was developed and verified by 

comparing it with experimental modal analysis (EMA) data. The paper also explores how the 

structural aspect ratios of the brake pad affect the results. The parametric analysis was performed 

on the acquired data to explore the relationships between the variation of friction properties and 

the natural frequencies using machine learning (ML). This study may offer some useful insights 

for choosing suitable friction materials to avoid resonance problems between the brake pad and 

other brake components. 

2. Model design 

Two different pad models are studied to assess the influence of structural aspect ratios and pad 

design on the natural frequency and mode shapes and their relationship to material parameters. 
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CATIA V5 software is utilized to develop a 3D FE model for each brake pad shown in Figures 1 

and 2, respectively. Each brake pad is designed for use on vehicles with different performance 

levels. Brake pads are manufactured by Land Rover, where Pad-A is called (L405 19"), and Pad-

B is called (LR156926), as illustrated in Figure 3. Pad-A is mounted in vehicles that require low 

brake performance with a small disc diameter, whereas Pad-B has larger aspect ratios and is used 

in heavy-duty vehicles. The fundamental geometric dimensions of selected brake pads are 

provided in Table 1. 

  

Fig. (1) The 3D model of assembled brake pad-A in different schematic views. 

 

  

Fig. (2) The 3D model of assembled brake pad-B in different schematic views. 

 

  

Fig. (3) Illustration of manufactured brake pads. (a) Pad-A. (b) Pad-B. 
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Table. (1) Geometric dimensions of the utilized brake pads. 

Parameters Values (mm) for Pad-A Values (mm) for Pad-B 

Length 194.42 220 

Width 105 110 

Friction thickness 10 10 

Backplate thickness 8 8 

3. Parametric studies  
This section will analyse the natural frequency and vibration modes as a function of varying 

friction material parameters, including Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio, and shear modulus. 

First, the FEA is employed to calculate the natural frequencies and mode shapes. Then, the EMA 

is performed to evaluate and validate the FEA outcomes. Finally, the factorial analysis is applied 

to the results to determine the impact of each material element on the natural frequency, using 

ML. 

3.1. Finite Element Modal analysis 

The meshed model with its information for each pad can be found in Table 4. The (C3D8) mesh 

type is used, and the mesh refinement technique (MRT) is applied to the models to find an 

acceptable mesh size and number of elements, using the finite element method (FEM) through 

ABAQUS software. Figure 4 illustrates the results of the mesh sensitivity study to find out at 

what point the mesh quality does not affect the numerical result. It is observed that the natural 

frequencies of main mode shapes are independent of the number of elements and density of mesh 

after approximately choosing 700,000 elements.  

The selected friction material is a complex composite with a density of 2950 (𝑘𝑔/𝑚3), and its 

properties are acquired through a quasi-static test by Land Rover, as listed in Table 2. In the 

quasi-static test, the composite material was crushed under axial loads to analyse its mechanical 

properties, such as Poisson's ratio, Young's modulus, and shear modulus. Land Rover conducted 

a quasi-static uniaxial tensile test on the friction material using an electric universal testing 

machine (UTM) with a (0N-2KN) load cell. The lower edge of the specimen was fixed with a 

clamp while the upper edge moved downwards at a rate of 100 N/min, with a maximum applied 

load of 2KN. We use the orthotropic friction material to determine whether varying material 

properties in different planes result in different natural frequencies and vibration modes. 

Isotropic materials are materials whose properties remain the same when measured in different 

directions, whereas orthotropic materials have three planes, and their properties depend on the 

direction they are measured. Therefore, using orthotropic friction materials enables us to monitor 

the influence of Young’s modulus, shear modulus, and Poisson’s ratio in different plans. 

Furthermore, a steel plate with isotropic properties is selected for the backplate, and the 

properties are listed as detailed in Table 3, which are standard material properties for mild steel. 

This research aims to determine the natural frequencies of brake pads prior to installing them 

into the disc brake system. Separating the natural frequencies of the brake pad and disc brake is 

crucial before assembly in order to avoid coupling and resonance issues. Accordingly, the free-

free modal analysis is utilized in the phase of the assembled brake pad to understand how the 

body is treated during this situation. As a result, each brake pad is analysed considering no 
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external forces to allow the structure to vibrate freely, so that mode shapes related to each natural 

frequency can be better visualized [19]. Concerning boundary conditions, all boundaries are set 

free, and the surface contact is tied between the friction material and the backplate.  

The desired frequency range of the study is selected to be from 1Hz to 20kHz, in which noisy 

braking typically occurs. In order to study mode shapes, the first four modes are considered as 

these modes can be significant to squeal. It is not just limited to the first four modes. However, 

the frequencies of modes beyond the first four modes are potentially too high. Many studies have 

also shown that focusing on the first four modes is justifiable to reduce both computational and 

time costs, as the noisy braking mainly happens within the range of the first four modes. By 

placing various friction material properties, we can study the influence of friction material 

properties on the main modes of vibration and the pad's natural frequency. Hence, sixteen 

friction materials were created analytically by varying the properties in ABAQUS software. 

(Poisson’s ratio in the longitudinal plane and the density remain constant). 

Table. (2) Composite friction material characteristics. 

Density 

(kg/m3) 
Young’s modulus (GPa) Poisson’s ratio Shear modulus (GPa) 

D E1 E2 E3 Nu12 Nu13 Nu23 G12 G13 G23 

2950 2.0 2.2 2.0 0.18 0.13 0.18 0.847 0.885 0.847 

 

Table. (3) Material specification of the backplate. 

 

Density (kg/m3) Young’s modulus (GPa) Poisson’s ratio 

7800 206.8 0.29 

 

 
 

a) Pad-A b) Pad-B 

Fig. (4) Mesh convergence plots for a) pad A, and b) pad B. 
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Table. (4) Specification of the mesh model created for each pad. 

Brake Pad Components No. of Elements Type of Mesh 

 

848105 C3C8 

 

780373 C3C8 

3.2. Experimental Modal Analysis 

This section evaluates the accuracy of the numerical analysis and ensures that the FEA results 

are in agreement with the EMA outcomes. In addition, the EMA results are used to tune the 

FEA. As a result, the natural frequencies and vibration modes of the first four modes of Pad-A 

(L405 19" Brake Pad) are calculated experimentally. The method used to carry out the test is the 

impact test. The pad is excited by a modal hammer, and the frequencies are measured by a 

VSA205 accelerometer. The excitation and response signals are transferred to the data 

acquisition unit which is DEWE-41-T-DSA type. Afterward, the frequency response function 

(FRF) measurements are recorded by DEWE/FRF software. By analysing the input excitation 

and output response simultaneously, natural frequencies and mode shapes are derived by the FRF 

procedure. Figures 5 and 6 display the test procedure and experiment setup, respectively. The 

friction material used has the same properties as those listed in Table 2. The FRF method is 

applied to the pad with the free-free boundary condition considering the same conditions used in 

the FEA. The analysis is performed up to frequencies of 10kHz. Both the roving accelerometer 

and impact hammer are used to ensure test accuracy. Nine measurement locations are selected on 

the specimen as shown in Figure 7. Because the friction material plays a key role in mode 

shapes, the measurement points are located on the friction material surface. The impact hammer 

hits the front face of the brake pad in the z-direction, where the friction compound is placed. 

First, the impact hammer is located close to point 1, and the accelerometer is moved from point 1 

to point 9, measuring response signals at different points for the case of the roving 

accelerometer. Then, the impact hammer is moved to nearly point 2 while the accelerometer 

roves from point 1 to 9. This cycle is repeated until the hammer reaches point 9. Finally, the 

DEWE/FRF software calculates the complete mode shapes and their corresponding natural 

frequency, which are exhibited in Figure 11 and Figure 8, respectively. 
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Fig. (5) The schematic diagram of the performed tap-testing. 

 
 

Fig. (6) The EMA implementation. 
Fig. (7) The location of response measurement and 

impact excitation points. 

3.3. Factorial analysis 

The fractional factorial analysis is employed to assess the effect of changes in each of the 

properties on the natural frequency by utilizing Minitab software. Minitab provides us with the 

capability to run the factorial analysis on the coded properties to determine the most efficacious 

property on the natural frequency. The multiple-features linear regression algorithm is used to 

derive the results. Before the parametric analysis starts, properties must be coded based on their 

maximum and minimum values (using 1 for maximum and -1 for minimum) representing the 

distance between factor levels and the overall mean to compare them without measuring units. 

This is beneficial in many ways, such as enabling the comparison and interpretation of parameter 

estimates, independent of units and scale of the parameters. As the materials are symmetric: 

 E1 = E3 = (EX-Y = EZ-Y) (1) 

 Nu12 = Nu23 = (NuX-Y = NuZ-Y) (2) 

 G12 = G23 = (GX-Y = GZ-Y) (3) 

Rigid support
PC with DEWE/FRF 

software

Impact hammer used to

excite the test structure

Accelerometer

Excitation signal 

(Channel 1)

Response signal 

(Channel 2)
Data Acquisition Unit 

(DAU)

Brake pad under 

test

Rubber band Hang the structure to represent free-free 

boundary conditions.

A tri-axial accelerometer attached

to the test structure using wax
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so, the selected factors used in the factorial analysis are A = E1, B = E2, C = Nu12, D = G12, 

and E = G13. 

In a full factorial analysis, the total number of runs is determined as a (𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑠)(𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠). i.e. 25 =
32 runs. An alternative to the full factorial is to minimize the number of runs by running a 

(𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑠)(𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠−1) fractional factorial design: i.e. 25−1 = 16 runs, which is a fraction of the full 

runs. Due to n = 5 factors being employed in the factorial analysis, sixteen friction materials are 

needed as sixteen runs are required as shown below: 

 2𝑛−1= The number of runs (25-1 = 16) (4) 

The Gradient-descent is used in linear regression for multiple-features and it is assumed that the 

hypothesis is: 

 ℎ𝜃 = 𝜃0 + 𝜃1𝑥1+ 𝜃2𝑥2 + … + 𝜃𝑛𝑥𝑛 (5) 

where, n = 5, and 𝜃0 ,𝜃1 ,𝜃2 , … ,𝜃𝑛  are regression coefficients, and  𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ,… , 𝑥𝑛  are input 

variables. In addition, the cost function can be calculated as follows: 

 
J(𝜃) = 

1

2𝑚
 ∑ (𝑚

𝑖=1 ℎ𝜃(𝑥)(𝑖) − 𝑦(𝑖)) (6) 

 

𝜃 = 

[
 
 
 
 
 
𝜃0

𝜃1

𝜃2

𝜃3

𝜃4

𝜃5]
 
 
 
 
 

 (7) 

where m is the number of training set (m =16), and y is the output variable in the training set. 

It is needed to update the regression coefficients repeatedly until convergence (J(𝜃) reaches near 

zero and it decreases by less than 0.001 in one iteration). A gradient descent test can be used to 

verify convergence. 

 
𝜃𝑗 = 𝜃𝑗 −  𝛼 

1

𝑚
 ∑ (𝑚

𝑖= ℎ𝜃(𝑥)(𝑖) − 𝑦(𝑖)) 𝑥𝑗
(𝑖) (8) 

Computations should simultaneously update 𝜃𝑗  for  j = 0, 1, …, n. 

where 𝛼 is the learning rate. As a result, this research allowed us to study the influence of 

varying Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, and shear modulus on the natural frequency. The 

procedure to perform the factorial analysis is as follows: To carry out parametric analysis, we 

vary the properties of friction materials within certain ranges. These include E1 (1.5GPa-

2.5GPa), E2 (2GPa-3GPa), Nu12 (0.1-0.32), G12 (0.06GPa-2.0GPa), and G13 (0.07-2.0GPa). 

By this, we create 16 different friction material compounds that can be analysed using ABAQUS 

software. The first four natural frequencies and their corresponding friction properties are 

calculated and input into Minitab software. Afterwards, the friction variables will be coded using 

1, 0, and -1 coding coefficients to make them independent of the units and scale of the 

parameters. Finally, we run a multiple-feature linear regression algorithm to calculate the 

objective function and equivalent diagrams. 
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4. Results and discussion  

In the following section, the FEA and EMA results are discussed in detail, and the FEA accuracy 

is validated. Finally, the factorial analysis results are presented, which address the relationship 

between each property and the natural frequency. 

4.1. Natural frequency 

Figure 8 depicts the natural frequency against the amplitude (𝑔/𝑁) obtained from the FRF 

measurements. There are amplitude peaks that correspond to each mode's natural frequency. 

Therefore, the first four peaks represent the first four modes of vibration. Table 5 makes a 

comparison between the natural frequencies calculated from the FEA and the EMA considering 

Pad-A. It can be observed that the percentage deviation falls entirely within the acceptable range, 

and the FEA results are in good agreement with those of the EMA. The deviation fits well within 

the scope as the maximum deviation is 5.1 percent, which occurs in mode 4. The negligible 

deviation is caused by composition production variability (variations in geometry and material). 

The accuracy of FEA has been validated and confirmed by EMA. Consequently, the first four 

modes of Pad-B have been calculated and their natural frequencies are 685.45Hz, 963.92Hz, 

1790.2Hz, and 1997.7Hz, respectively. The mode shapes and their corresponding natural 

frequencies of Pad-A and Pad-B can be observed in Figure 9 and Figure 10, respectively. 

Table. (5) The comparison of the natural frequencies calculated by FEA and EMA. 

Type Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4 

FEM Frequency (Hz) 1575.2 1822.1 3985.2 4113.7 

EMA Frequency (Hz) 1658.93 1764.87 4013.88 4333.80 

Deviation (%) 5% 3.13% 0.71% 5.1% 

 

 
Fig. (8) Illustration of the FRF diagram measured for Pad-A.  
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4.2. Mode shapes of vibration 

As mentioned earlier, two commercial brake pads were numerically analyzed to derive the 

natural frequencies and mode shapes. Additionally, Pad-A was subjected to an experimental test 

to examine the FEA precision. The results indicated that the natural frequencies obtained from 

the FEA are close enough to those obtained from the EMA. Furthermore, the mode shapes 

reported by the FEA are identical to those reported by the EMA. The first four modes of 

vibration derived by the FEA for Pad-A are illustrated in Figure 9, where it can be seen that 

bending and torsion vibrations have occurred in the first four modes. According to Figure 9 and 

Figure 11, it is observed that the mode shapes derived by the FEA are the same as those reported 

by the EMA. Figure 10 presents the mode shapes for Pad-B obtained by the FEA.  

  

a)  Mode 1 (1st Bending) b)  Mode 2 (1st Torsion) 

  

c) Mode 3 (2nd Torsion) d) Mode 4 (2nd Bending) 

Fig. (9) The first four mode shapes correspond to Pad-A. 

 

As seen in Figure 10, bending and torsion mode shapes occurred in the first four modes. The 

comparison between Figure 9 and Figure 10 shows that the pads exhibit different mode shapes 

due to their unique designs and aspect ratios. On the other hand, despite changing material 

properties, the mode shapes for each brake pad remain unchanged, where the FEA demonstrates 

that all sixteen friction materials have the same first four vibration modes. 
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a)  Mode 1 (1 st Bending) b)  Mode 2 (1 st Torsion) 

  

c) Mode 3 (2 nd Torsion) d) Mode 4 (2 nd Bending) 

Fig. (10) The first four mode shapes correspond to Pad-B. 

  

a)  Mode 1 (1 st Bending) b)  Mode 2 (1 st Torsion) 

  

c) Mode 3 (2 nd Torsion) d) Mode 4 (2 nd Bending) 

Fig. (11) The first four mode shapes correspond to Pad-A obtained from the EMA. 

 

In summary: 

- Varying Young’s modulus, shear modulus, and Poisson’s ratio cannot affect the vibration 

modes, significantly. 

- Aspect ratios greatly influence the vibration modes. 
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4.3. Characteristics effects 

This section presents the results derived from the factorial analysis. According to Figures A1 and 

A2, the transverse Young’s modulus, and Poisson’s ratio are the most influential factors on 

natural frequencies. The results indicate that the natural frequency is more sensitive to the 

transverse Young’s modulus. Also, the natural frequency directly affects the disc-brake system 

stability [1, 19, 23]. Therefore, the system stability is more dependent on the transverse Young’s 

modulus. The next step is to examine how each property relates to the natural frequency. As 

illustrated in Figures B1 and B2, it can be concluded that increasing the transverse Young’s 

modulus will result in higher natural frequencies while reducing the longitudinal Young’s 

modulus, shear modulus, and Poisson’s ratio in all directions will result in higher natural 

frequencies. Furthermore, the relationship between the friction characteristics and the natural 

frequency is valid regardless of pad aspect ratios and geometries and is applicable to any pad. 

5. Conclusions 

This paper explored how the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the brake pad are 

influenced by its orthotropic friction material properties, such as transverse and longitudinal 

Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio, and shear modulus. The present study used the FEM to model 

and analyse the brake pad and compared the results with the EMA data. The study found that the 

FEM and EMA results were reasonably consistent in terms of natural frequencies and mode 

shapes. The study also revealed that the natural frequency dispersion of the brake pad is a critical 

factor for brake noise prevention, as it can avoid the coupling of the natural frequencies of the 

brake disc and pad. Therefore, the study suggests that the selection of friction material properties 

for brake pads should consider their effects on the natural frequency dispersion. 

The research findings can be summarized as follows: 

- The numerical analysis revealed that the natural frequency increases with the increase of 

the transverse Young's modulus.  

- Conversely, the natural frequency increases with the decrease of the longitudinal Young's 

modulus, Poisson's ratio, and shear modulus in all directions. 

- The transverse Young's modulus has a greater effect on the natural frequency than the 

other friction material properties. 

- The friction material properties (Poisson’s ratio, Young’s modulus, and shear modulus) 

do not change the vibration modes of the brake pad. 

- The aspect ratios of the brake pad have a significant impact on both the natural frequency 

and the vibration modes. 

- The relationship between the friction characteristics and the natural frequency is valid 

regardless of pad aspect ratios and geometries and thus applies to any pad. 

In future work, the findings of this study can be applied to split the natural frequencies of the 

brake pad and the disc prior to installation. This can be achieved by selecting a suitable friction 
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compound that prevents the coupling of their respective natural frequencies. The elimination of 

this coupling is crucial in reducing disc-brake NVH. 
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Nomenclature 

E Young’s modulus 

G Shear modulus 

Nu Poisson’s ratio 

g The acceleration of gravity 

m Number of training sets 

n Number of factors 

J Cost function 

x The input variable 

y The output variable 

𝜶 Leaning rate 

𝜽 The regression coefficient 
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Appendices 

 

Appendix A: 

The effects of material properties on the natural frequency. 

 

   

a) Mode 1                                                     b) Mode 2 

   

                c) Mode 3                                                     d) Mode 4 

Fig. (A1) The impact of friction material factors on the natural frequency of Pad-A 
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                a) Mode 1                                                     b) Mode 2 

   

                c) Mode 3                                                     d) Mode 4 

 

Fig. (A2) The impact of friction material factors on the natural frequency of Pad-B 
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Appendix B: 

Relationship between material parameters and the natural frequency 

 

   

a) Mode 1                                                                     b) Mode 2 

   

c) Mode 3                                                                    d) Mode 4 

Fig. (B1) The relationship between each material parameter and the natural frequency for Pad-A. 

   

a) Mode 1                                                                       b) Mode 2 

   

c) Mode 3                                                                      d) Mode 4 

Fig. (B2) The relationship between each material parameter and the natural frequency for Pad-B. 


